Accord for the promotion of equality and prevention of domestic violence
Tuesday, 19 February 2013 23:00

Today, the president of the Formentera Island Council, Jaume Ferrer, together with Maria
Antònia Ferragut, the president of the association Espai Dones, signed a collaborative accord
between the two entities. The accord will serve to strengthen and formalise the close
collaboration that has come to exist between the two entities on the issue of equality.

As part of the accord the Council will grant 2,500€ for actions promoting equality and working
toward domestic violence prevention. Likewise, Espai Dones commits to programming
awareness-raising activities and actions around women's rights and domestic abuse issues. To
reach this objective, educational activities and talks are held on subjects of equality and
increasing sensibility toward the rights of the woman.

The association was created in 2007 to implicate native Formentera women in the struggle for
equality. The Formentera Council's Office of Equality works in close concert with the feminist
association, mainly for the events related to the Day of the Woman Worker (8 March) and the
International Day against Domestic Violence (25 November), both relevant milestones in the
path toward effective equality, but also on women's empowerment issues and violence
prevention/rejection. Acts of violence are too present in our societies, and although anyone can
be affected, there is nevertheless a greater incidence among women and children.

The Council as a collective is of the opinion that training on equality issues is fundamental to
reducing domestic abuse. It is on these issues that the Office of Equality works in conjunction
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with the Office of Culture, programming events that generate change and promote the
advancement of gender equality, fomenting a culture of female empowerment. We consider that
every woman must attain a certain empowerment in order to defend herself and prevent
domestic violence, especially on an island as pluralistic and diverse as ours.

The Office of Social Welfare carries out two fundamental services for the women of Formentera,
the first being immediate support for victims of domestic violence and the second –
complementary and of unqualified importance – equal rights training and domestic violence
prevention.

The support service for domestic abuse victims comprises immediate attention, mentoring and
on-going support for the victims during periods of vulnerability. This service uses tools like the
emergency social telephone line (24 hours/day), which relies on a close coordination with the
Guardia Civil. The service is also complemented with home-visits when an immediate
separation of the victim and her aggressor is necessary. This is realized in collaboration with the
Eivissa Women's Office.

It is the duty of the Formentera Island Council – as established by article 31 of the regulatory
Organic Law 1/2002 (22 March) on the right of association – to promote and facilitate the
development of associations that work in the general public interest while still respecting a
fundamental liberty and autonomy with respect to public authority. The law also states that
these associations be accorded economic aid and assistance in the undertaking of their activity.
To this effect, articles 70.20 of Organic Law 2/1983 (25 February) of the Balearic Islands' Statue
of Autonomy, later modified by Organic Law 1/2007 (28 February), state that polices that deal
with gender and work-family life balance are to be the remit of the different island councils.
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